Federal Financial
Management

The Transformation Challenge
The most recent Association of Government Accountants (AGA), Chief
Financial Officers Survey has reaffirmed that federal financial
management executives and managers continue to face many
challenges with financial systems technology, human capital
management and budget uncertainty. The President’s Management
Agenda (PMA) will continue to drive these challenges as it seeks to
continue modernizing information technology, increase access to data to
provide transparency and to evolve the civil service workforce to meet
the changing federal environment. Many of these challenges are
interconnected and are best solved using an enterprise strategic
approach with clear objectives that are aligned with practical and
achievable tactical plans and goals. Federal financial management
executives are in a unique position to make lasting changes by
leveraging existing and new technology and tapping into the available
enterprise data to solve these problems.

At a Glance: CGI Federal Financial
Management
CGI has a rich history in delivering world-class services to senior
financial executives and managers to maximize performance and
efficiency in the U.S. defense, civilian and intelligence agencies. Having
supported hundreds of federal organizations across all 3 branches of
government, we are one of the federal market leaders in financial
management with deep domain expertise in financial practices, policies,
processes, systems and operations. This, combined with our application
of industry best practices from our 5,000+ global financial management
clients serve to eliminate unnecessary experimentation when trying to
solve complex problems.

Momentum®
The Ideal Solution for Federal
Agencies








Built for the Federal Government:
CGI’s Momentum solution is a COTS
product specifically designed around
the nuances of federal regulations,
unlike many other commercial ERP
solutions.
Agency-Driven Innovation: Through
the use of agency-run Momentum
User Groups, User Forums and online
documentation, CGI tailors
Momentum based on input from its
users and stakeholders.
Component Functionality for
Incremental Implementation: Add
modules to rapidly expand
capabilities, rather than waiting for
extensive system upgrades and their
unavoidable downtime.
Shared and Flexible Models:
Momentum offers a variety of ways to
serve various constituencies within or
even across agencies. Upgrades,
patches and service releases can be
delivered to all environments quickly.

CGI Management
Consulting

Why use CGI Federal Financial Management?
CGI has the mission understanding and technical expertise to help you
get results by applying federal financial management know-how and
expertise in commercial best-practices to improve our customers’
financial performance.
CGI understands financial operations from budget formulation through
general ledger management, budget execution, program management,
procurement and performance management.











Financial Management
Operations Strategy
Business Transformation
Shared Services
Change Management
Program Management
Advanced Analytics
Performance Management
IT Advisory Services

To learn more about CGI’s
Management Consulting Services or
to schedule a discussion, please
contact Kevin Greer, Vice President,
kevin.greer@cgifederal.com.

How CGI Can Help

About CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world.

We are insights-driven and
outcomes-based to help accelerate
returns on your investments. Across
21 industry sectors in 400 locations
worldwide, our 76,000 professionals
provide comprehensive, scalable
and sustainable IT and business
consulting services that are
informed globally and delivered
locally.
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